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is paper explores whether it is justied to add any new taxa concerning infor-
mational states to our psychological taxonomy. Such exploration will not lead to
a straightforward decision between remaining steadfast with the taxonomic status
quo and adding only one new taxon. A careful analysis of when one would be war-
ranted in positing a new taxon for informational states will reveal similarly com-
pelling reasons to posit all sorts of additional taxa. As an antidote to such prolifera-
tion, I suggest a reinforcement of traditional taxonomies of the mental by allowing
belief and a range of extant taxa to play their requisite explanatory roles, thereby
obviating the need for the postulation of any novel taxa.
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1. Puzzles and prognoses
Humans oen behave in puzzling ways. For instance, people may—with no
hint of deception or confusion—act in a way that is discordant with what
they profess. A set of such behaviors recently introduced by or associated
with the work of Gendler (2008a; 2008b) includes cases ranging from the
politically charged (e.g., racist behavior by self-avowed egalitarians) to the
mundane (e.g., a trembling hiker who, while standing upon a transparent,
though sturdy, outcropping over the Grand Canyon sincerely denies that he
is experiencing fear).e presence of these discordant behavioral patterns is
a pervasive aspect of human activity that has not only provoked ancient and
contemporary discussions of akrasia, but also become critically important in
theorizing about similarly puzzling phenomena such as delusion (Bortolotti
2010), confabulation (Hirstein 2005), blindsight (Weiskrantz 1986), addic-
tion (Poland and Graham 2011), and perhaps change blindness (Simons and
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Rensink 2005). In order to situate these puzzling cases within a comprehen-
sive theory of human action, it appears that something needs to give: either
the rationality of the agent should be called into question (the rationality
gambit), the psychological unity of the agent should be called into ques-
tion (the disunity gambit), or the number and nature of informational states
should be called into question (the bifurcation gambit). is paper focuses
on the last of these options, and in so doing, will bracket the other gambits.
e bifurcation gambit explains the discordant behavior by postulating two
streams of behavior, each arising from dierent types of informational state.
One stems from beliefs, the other from some alternative state, perhaps yet to
be explained.
Since taking the bifurcation gambit would result in the addition of at
least one new taxon to our psychological taxonomy (PT), I will consider
the conditions under which it might be justied to add alternative informa-
tional states (AISs) to that PT.1 I will show that if discordant phenomena
require an AIS, a careful analysis of when one would be warranted in posit-
ing such a state will reveal similarly compelling reasons to posit all sorts of
AISs. For those hesitant to embrace such a consequence, I develop a gam-
bit for avoiding such proliferation—a belief-saving gambit that stresses the
ways that belief and its close kin might be able to handle both the discor-
dant cases and some puzzling phenomena in psychological development.
I will conclude that bifurcationists have heretofore oered insucient rea-
sons to pursue their gambit, especially given the oen overlooked, yet nu-
anced, taxonomy that is already available for those who choose to persist in
belief-centered explanations. Novel arguments that stress the limitations of
belief-centered explanations will need to be developed if belief-centered ex-
planatory resources are to be unseated and replaced by resources stressing
multiple informational states.
2. ree gambits
According to theRationality Gambit, the discordant behaviors in question—
arming p while doing something non-p-like—need not cast doubt upon
whether humanminds are relatively unied or signal the need for additional
varieties of informational states. Instead, the behaviors show that we should
be willing to judge the agents in these scenarios as believing both p and its
negation, and as such, lacking in some aspect of rationality (Gertler 2011;
1 For the purposes of this paper, a state counts as an AIS if it is an informational mental
state that is neither a belief or one of its kin—the superdoxastic, the doxastic, and the
subdoxastic, as described in §5—nor an informational state like pretense or imagination
whose functional roles enable them to be quarantined in an appropriate way frompractical
reasoning systems.
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Greco 2014; Horowitz 2014). Although most theorists agree that not all of
the discordant cases may be dismissed as mere cases of irrationality, con-
siderations about rationality may still gure prominently. Perhaps the most
interesting cases involving questions of rationality are those recently raised
in discussions of epistemic akrasia. In these puzzling cases, it seems reason-
able to capture the mind of the agent in question as believing something of
the following form: p, but I ought not believe that p (Greco 2014, 201).
We could handle such apparent discordance by pursuing one of the other
gambits: perhaps S believes that p, but holds that she should not believe that
p in some other regard; or perhaps one fragment of her mind believes that
p, but another part holds that she should not. However, this is not what
the rationality gambit suggests. Despite the fact that many theorists have
recently suggested that itmight be rational to be epistemically akratic, others
have argued (Greco 2014; Horowitz 2014) that appealing to dierent mental
fragments or dierent types of informational states is less preferable than
nding fault with the agent’s rationality. e roots of the discordant states
can be identied (perhaps there are two sources of evidence, one for each
clause), but the best explanation will be to attribute irrationality in such an
epistemic agent (or at least withhold judging them as rational).
According to the Disunity Gambit, another avenue to pursue in these
cases is to suggest that such discordant behaviors have their roots in dier-
ent fragments of a single mind (Egan 2008; Egan 2011; Lewis 1982; Stalnaker
1984). Such a mind does not consist of a unied, uniformly assessable set
of beliefs whose joint consistency or inconsistency leads to attributions of
rationality. Instead, the persistence of these discordances suggests that each
fragment may be assessed in terms of epistemic virtues, but the fragments
as a whole may not be fruitfully assessed in terms of those virtues. Not only
do we withhold the condemnation of such agents as irrational, there is no
need to appeal to any new additions to our PT’s categories of belief, desire,
perception, imagination, behavioral tendency, etc. in explaining the discor-
dances. We need to recognize that the entities present in the etiology of
behavioral patterns are not a larger unied set of beliefs, but a fragmented,
compartmentalized collection of sets of beliefs, each of which are cognitively
impenetrable to the other sets. e beliefs themselves are not of a dierent
kind (there is no need to posit an AIS), and the individual mind is not to
be counted as irrational just because two of these sets may be in conict. In
general, the discordant cases can be handled by recognizing this fact about
the human mind.
According to the Bifurcation Gambit, such cases are not to be diagnosed
in terms of an issue about rationality or a fragmentation ofminds, but rather
in terms of two dierent types ofmental states (Gendler 2008a; Zimmerman
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2007). For our purposes, taking the bifurcation gambit suggests that the
other gambits are not worth pursuing.e key move is to amend the PT by
adding new entities. What matters is that there are actually two streams of
behavior owing from two dierent types of mental states.
For example, Gendler suggests that we add a new taxon, alief, to our ex-
planatory repertoire in order to explain discordant behavior. Aliefs aremore
developmentally basic, nonconscious informational states that, like beliefs,
function to pair with conative states in the production of behavior. To give a
quick example, Gendler oers a tidy analysis of disturbing work from social
psychology showing that people who are self-professed egalitarians never-
theless show behaviors incongruous with this egalitarianism on the Implicit
Association Test. On this exam, people, to their own dismay, reveal that they
implicitly associate black and white faces with negative and positive charac-
teristics, respectively. Gendler insists that the best explanation is that their
aliefs are racist,2 while their beliefs are not. Such a distinction between the
distinct types of informational states allows the theorist to explain all sorts
of discordant behaviors—including many morally signicant behaviors—
where the agent’s aliefs and beliefs appear to diverge.
In what follows, I will explore the reasons for taking this sort of tax-
onomic move, and the consequences that follow for our understanding of
human agency. First, however, I will explore the extant taxonomy that ap-
pears to stand in need of amendment.is exploration is necessary because
those theorists who pursue the bifurcation gambit are rarely very forthcom-
ing regarding the most critical aspects of the taxonomy to which they would
like to make changes, such as whether the states they aim to elucidate are a
species of belief or its rival. Hence, I will need to clarify the taxonomy before
the scope and nature of the bifurcationist gambit can be understood.
3. e varieties of belief
Lycan’s (1986, 61) locus classicus on doxasticmatters warns that “serious work
needs to be done if we are to carve doxastic reality at whatever joint(s) it may
actually have.” In a recent study, Engel (2012, 18–19) lls in various members
of this doxastic family of informational states and further dierentiates the
role belief plays amongst that group. Once one begins probing into the dox-
astic family there seems to be some consensus that there is (or needs to be)
more than one category of states. But, beyond that agreement, the decien-
cies of the basic doxastic state of belief pull the theorist in two directions. Be-
lief seems too epistemically sophisticated to explain some phenomena, but
2 If aliefs are not truth-apt, as non-propositional, then a parallel judgment of their racist
nature will need to be provided, a point made by Mandelbaum.
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not sophisticated enough to explain others. We need tomake some headway
in guring out just when and why we should countenance any or all of these
states.
For example, unlike Gendler, Engel focuses on informational states that
occur at the other end of the informational state spectrum. In particular,
he emphasizes the features of acceptance as an example of a more inated
informational state. According to theorists such as Bratman (1992), Cohen
(Cohen 1989; Cohen 1992), and Lehrer (Lehrer 1990; Lehrer 2000), accep-
tance has the essential characteristics needed in more stringent accounts of
knowledge, i.e., when mere belief is not enough. For these theorists, accep-
tance involves the conscious, voluntary siing-through of one’s justications
for some claim. Although these theorists see a critical role for acceptance in
such acts, they dier in how they articulate this state. Lehrer is adamant that
acceptance, though not necessarily belief, is evidence-sensitive, and that ac-
ceptance is a relatively stable feature of some proposition held over time,
whereas Bratman and Cohen see acceptance as featuring in the justication
of occurent informational states, as guring into instances of planning, rea-
soning, or deciding, rather than in terms of standing or dispositional infor-
mational states.
Engel suggests a continuous taxonomy where there is no sharp distinc-
tion between accepting and believing. But, he also notes that the majority
opinion has been that belief and acceptance are distinct in that they inhabit
distinctive functional roles:
But most views imply that belief and acceptance are dierent func-
tional states. On the paradigmnotion of belief, belief is a dispositional
or functional state, involuntary and passive, sensitive to evidence, and
inferentially promiscuous, whereas acceptance is most oen under-
stood as a conscious mental act, tied to the speech act of assertion,
sensitive either to evidence or to pragmatic goals, and expressing a
commitment in future doxastic deliberation. (Engel 2012, 20)3
Are there varieties of belief itself, and how do they compare to alief, accep-
tance, and other similar notions?eorists have been quick to generate these
various notions but not thorough in situating themwithin extant categories.
A reasonable place to start is by distinguishing between beliefs that are
held explicitly, and those that are not, i.e., those that are only held tacitly or
3 Mandelbaum, in correspondence, inquired as to why acceptance’s inferential promiscuity
is not explicitly compared to that of belief in Engel’s discussion. I take it that acceptances,
qua acts, will be prone to appear in current and future deliberation, which seems like the
parallel feature to the inferential promiscuity of functional states, when applied to some-
thing like an act.
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implicitly by the agent in question.4 It is not at all clear how this explicit-
implicit distinction should be drawn, but it is quite clear that it must be
drawn before one decides whether to add more taxa of informational states.
A natural way to elucidate and distinguish categories like explicit and tacit
(or implicit) beliefs would be by stressing that the former is an act of mental
judgment while the latter is merely a disposition to judge. is elucidation
should be resisted, however. Not only is there linguistic evidence against
such a demarcation within the class of beliefs—Lycan (1986) stresses the
point that ‘believe’ is a state-verb, not an event-verb (see also Fodor 1981,
Vendler 1972)—but some theorists claim that occurent states should not be
classied as beliefs at all (Schwitzgebel 2002), or that there is at least a case
to be made that standing beliefs should serve as the paradigmatic cases of
belief (they also constitute the largest class of beliefs) (Gertler 2011). Hence,
in limning the doxastic, we should maintain a rm contrast between acts
of judging and beliefs proper (Dennett makes a similar point in 1978, 303),
where the latter are taken to be standing states of a creature, oen cashed out
dispositionally (for a summary, see Schwitzgebel 2015), and we should con-
clude that there is a need for something like an explicit-implicit distinction
to be drawn within the class of standing states.
Nevertheless, there is a clear role for verbally avowed judgments to play
in a theory of action, where that judgment is either rendered as the result
of an active siing of evidence for a particular situation or as something
stemming from the standing beliefs of an agent (as in a transparent report
of the standing state). Hence, it seems as though we need some account that
includes acts of acceptance, judging, or something like it, as a member of
the doxastic family. I will label it as a ‘superdoxastic state’, the state that is
most closely tied to our verbal behavior and is held to the highest epistemic
standards, i.e., such acts of acceptance stand as our all things considered
judgments.5
Regarding beliefs (standing or occurent (if some occurent states are to
count)), a distinction can be drawn between the explicit and the implicit va-
4 If nothing else, there seems to be a distinction between beliefs that are currently accessed
consciously and those that are not. Although there have been philosophers who have in-
sisted that all beliefs must be conscious, most theorists will allow that beliefs need not be
currently accessed consciously. If they do insist upon this, they are most likely thinking of
something like acceptance, rather than belief, but these precise distinctions are what is at
issue.
5 Although it is important to stress that acceptance is an act or event for some theorists, there
is also a superdoxastic state that is achieved and can be attributed to the agent who accepts
or judges that p at somemoment t. For ease of exposition, and since the paper is not about
acceptance butmore basic doxastic elements, I will sometimes refer to the phenomena (the
act and its aermath) involved in acceptance somewhat loosely as a ‘state.’
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rieties in rough functional terms. One might distinguish the explicit beliefs
as oneswhere the informational state is actually generated and/or verbalized,
or one might mark their explicitness in that they are more readily poised to
achieve such a status than their implicit kin. Implicit belief states, then, dier
from explicit ones in that they are informational states that serve as sources
of action that are not actively generated or assessed, consciously accessed, or
verbally reported, but are still generable, accessible, and reportable, should
circumstances warrant.
Another phenomenon that an account of non-explicit belief is supposed
to handle is the sense in which an unbounded number of beliefs seem at-
tributable to a reasonably rational agent. Notably, these include at least some
of the beliefs that are entailed by their other beliefs.e generation of these
beliefs would seem to require just that—the generation of those states
through inference. Hence, in some sense, these beliefs are at an even greater
remove in terms of being poised to achieve explicitness than those heldwith-
out the need for further inference, i.e., the implicit ones. Gertler (2011)
distinguishes between these non-explicit states, noting that some are dis-
covered or uncovered pre-existing states whereas others are brought about
through some sort of additional inferential procedure. In the end, it seems
appropriate to say that the agent believes all of these things—those that are
present explicitly, to be sure, as well as both those that the agent is well-
poised to bring to explicitness and also those that are capable of being in-
ferred as the (somewhat obvious) consequences of the agent’s other beliefs
(for complications, see Lycan 1986). If we were to establish some terms for
these dierent types of state, we could categorize them as explicit, implicit,
and tacit, respectively, and they constitute the doxastic states (narrowly con-
strued).6 To do so would generate the following taxonomy of the doxastic
family (Table 1):
6 ‘Doxastic’ is used throughout in both a general sense (as encompassing the overall family)
as well as a more specic sense (as encompassing the narrower classes of explicit, implicit,
and tacit beliefs). It should be clear from the context which sense is intended, and where
it may not be as clear, I have added modiers to clarify whether it is the narrow or broad
class.
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Table 1:e Doxastic Family
Category Level of Level of Level of Level of Types of Examples
explicitness inferential verbal accessibility states/events
integration reportability to consciousness involved
Super- Explicit Inferentially Verbally Consciously Acts of judging; e defendant
doxastic integrated to reportable accessible Acts of accept- is guilty; I like
highest degree ance living in Boston
Doxastic Explicit Inferentially Verbally report- Consciously Standing beliefs; All races are
integrated to able with accessible with Occurent beliefs equal;is cat
a high degree immediacy immediacy is black
Implicit Inferentially Somewhat Somewhat Standing beliefs; All races are
integrated to poised for poised for Occurent beliefs equal;is cat
some degree verbal report conscious access is black
Tacit Typically not Verbally report- Consciously Propositions that 1567885 is an
yet inferentially able, once accessible, are “fairly odd number; Bob
generated, generated once generated obvious” entail- Zimmerman is
so not yet ments of (more) a folk singer
integrated explicit states
Many puzzling behaviors may be understood by conceiving of inten-
tional action using these extant classications, yet one rarely nds them
mentioned in contemporary discussions of discordant behavior. Neither
does there appear to be any widely cited dismissal of such classications,
so contemporary readers must rst decide whether the bifurcation gambit
is just an exercise in renaming these classications in novel jargon (with or
without the goal of reinvigorating these decades-old discussions), orwhether
there is some need for genuinely alternative informational states (i.e., alter-
natives to those laid out in Table 1). If contemporary bifurcationists advo-
cate the latter path, the need for such alternatives should be established by
identifying critical cases in which Table 1’s taxonomy is shown overtly to be
unacceptable. Aer all, the fact that someone’s professed judgment that p
conicts with his implicit standing belief that not-p is not, on its own, a suf-
ciently mysterious case to posit a unique category of informational state.
e truly alternative state must establish itself with proper contrast to these
existing elements of the taxonomy.
Although the distinctions captured in Table 1 manifest themselves in
folk or commonsense explanations of behavior (though not always labeled
as such), perhaps it is better to relinquish the pretense that the PT is a folk
psychology. e current task, then, will be to elucidate a more regimented
PT that is rooted in these folk notions. Such a taxonomywill include taxa for
desire, intention, emotion, and the like. Such a taxonomy will also include
taxa for informational states like pretense and imagination. e issue that
faces the bifurcationist is whether the belief-like taxa (the doxastic, broadly
construed) need more clarication or precisication than what is found in
Table 1. Is an additional AIS required?
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4. Shaping the bifurcation criteria
Table 1 includes varieties of belief as well as a superdoxastic informational
state that stands in some close relation to our professed judgments. ere
is some need, stressed in contemporary applications of the bifurcation gam-
bit, for a state on the other end of the doxastic spectrum. Although oen
overlooked in these contemporary discussions, Stich (1978; 1983) has already
drawn just this sort of useful “distinction which separates beliefs from a het-
erogeneous collection of psychological states that play a role in the proximate
causal history of beliefs, though they are not beliefs themselves” (Stich 1978,
499).7 He describes the latter collection as involving subdoxastic states and
oers us valuable criteria that allow us to judge both whether any psycholog-
ical state ψ should count as a belief or not, as well as what is entailed in that
classication.e two crucial properties that beliefs possess and subdoxas-
tic states seem to lack are the now-classic properties of access and inferential
integration.
According to Stich, adults normally have access to their beliefs and are
able to subsequently report these states as their beliefs. But, the presence
or absence of such access is more nuanced than it might rst appear. For
example, there may be cases where we are willing to countenance beliefs
that are not immediately reportable (e.g., if there is somemechanism actively
blocking access, perhaps, so long as that mechanism can, in certain cases,
be circumvented). However, Stich (1978, 505) explains that we would “be
much more reluctant to countenance a special category of beliefs which are
by nature not open to conscious awareness or reporting. It is quite central to
our concept of belief that subjects under ordinary circumstances have access
to their beliefs.” Hence, when there is somedelay in access, wewill want to be
able to distinguish cases where the state is retrieved by the agent from cases
where being prodded about the issue resulted in the formationof a previously
absent state. When the prodding provides a state that is accessed by the agent
in awareness and then reported upon, this product should count as a belief,
but we must distinguish that belief from the subdoxastic state itself (which
is not the state directly displayed, but rather one of its causes).e prodding
“serves rather to instigate a process of belief formation in which, perhaps,
the pre-existing subdoxastic state plays a role” (Stich 1978, 506). In these
cases, belief formation, rather than retrieval, seems to be involved, and the
class of subdoxastic states are not available for report. Beliefs, however, are
normally available for report, even if they are not reported.
7 He discusses the need for these states by raising examples dealing with depth perception,
perceived attractiveness in others, and language processing. Stich’s actual aim is to show,
contra Gilbert Harman, that the informational states under discussion are not beliefs, but
something else.
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e other feature stressed by Stich is that the subdoxastic states have lim-
ited relations to other mental states, when compared to full-edged beliefs.
is point captures something akin to Evans’ (1982) generality constraint, or
what is sometimes described as inferential promiscuity. In an especially apt
passage, Stich explains how we are to view beliefs as compared to subdoxas-
tic states:
Now it is my contention that part of the reason we are intuitively
inclined to say subdoxastic states are not beliefs is that subdoxastic
states, as contrastedwith beliefs, are largely inferentially isolated from
the large body of inferentially integrated beliefs to which a subject
has access. is is not to say that subdoxastic states do not play any
role in inference to and from accessible beliefs, but merely that they
are inferentially impoverished, with a comparatively limited range of
potential inferential patterns via which they can give rise to beliefs,
and a comparatively limited range of potential inferential patterns via
which beliefs can give rise to them. (Stich 1978, 507)
Importantly for our purposes, the distinction he draws is not one between
complete isolation and full integration, complete abstinence and complete
promiscuity.e dierence is a matter of degree, for he nds it implausible
that only beliefs can enter into inferences. ere are, then, inferential con-
nections between subdoxastic states and both the mental states that bring
them about and those that are brought about by them. Consider the distinct
relations to a (propositional) visual content, d:
e subdoxastic state can lead directly only to a restricted class of be-
liefs about apparent relative depth (and perhaps some other aspects
of the visual eld). By contrast, the belief [that d], if supplemented by
suitable additional beliefs, can lead to just about any belief. . . .ere is
also a striking contrast in the ways other beliefs can lead to either the
subdoxastic state or the belief. A subject might inferentially acquire
the belief [that d] in numerous diverse ways [through testimony, log-
ical inference, etc.]. . . . On the other hand, it is most likely the case
that there are no beliefs at all which can lead inferentially to the sub-
doxastic state that represents the fact that d. (Stich 1978, 509–510)8
Subdoxastic states will play essential roles in belief formation and mainte-
nance, though the relationship seems to be asymmetric.
Evans elucidates this idea of limited inferential integration by explor-
ing how competent speakers might cognize their theory of meaning (in this
8 Importantly, though beliefs alone may not lead to subdoxastic states, this can occur in
limited ways when combined with other subdoxastic states, “Similarly, when a subdoxastic
state can result from an inference with beliefs among the premises, the range of beliefs that
can serve in this capacity is restricted and specialized” (Stich 1978, 507).
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case, usually thought of as a Davidsonian truth theory) (Davies 1989; Evans
1985; Miller 1997). He describes this knowledge of language in terms of its
contributory role to other projects the agent might pursue, “the information
is not even potentially at the service of any other project of the agent, nor
can it interact with any other beliefs of the agent to (whether genuine beliefs
or other ‘tacit’ beliefs) to yield further beliefs” (Evans 1985, 339). Integrating
the two theorists’ terminology, such knowledge of language may be infer-
entially involved in every intentionally produced and understood linguistic
utterance, yet because it is limited to that project only, such states must be
subdoxastic.
Any theorist who hopes to supplement the layers of the taxonomy de-
veloped in Table 1 must be quite clear about which features distinguish his
or her preferred informational state(s) and explain why these features can-
not be captured in the other layers.ese additions are not to be identied
with belief states, implicit, explicit, tacit, or otherwise nor are they states of
imagination or pretense.e truly novel state needs to be a dierent sort of
entity, and the bifurcation gambit is an attempt to add a new taxon to this
taxonomy. Given Stich’s insight (bolstered by Evans), we can conclude that
there is an explanatory need to posit at least these sorts of subdoxastic states
that can be utilized only in a limited number of projects. Because they are
isolated to this extent, they dier from beliefs, tacit or otherwise. Assum-
ing that our best models of the mind will include at least some modules,9 it
is likely that such modules will contain subdoxastic states; yet, these states
need not be limited to modules. Such an addition leads us to the taxon in
Table 2.
Table 2: Addition to the Doxastic Family
Category Level of Level of Level of Level of Types of Examples
explicitness inferential verbal accessibility states/events
integration reportability to conscious- involved
ness
Sub- Non-explicit Inferentially Not verbally Not con- Modular T-sentences;
doxastic integrated reportable sciously informational Many may
in limited or accessible states; meaning not be
constrained axioms or verbalizable
ways theorems
I will argue that with this single addition the belief-centered PT resulting
from Tables 1 and 2 (hereaer ‘BPT’) suces to explain the sorts of rele-
vant discordant behaviors captured above, as well as some other puzzling
9 is requires that at least some of the representations in these systems are to some de-
gree informationally encapsulated and opaque to conscious access (we need not take any
deeper commitments aboutmodularity than that the representations in these systems pos-
sess these two features (Carruthers 2006; Fodor 1983)).
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developmental phenomena. Hence, there is no need to posit alternative or
additional informational states.
5. Is an additional state required?
If we set aside tacit beliefs and acts of judgment, we may focus upon the
nature of informational states that are part of the causal production of
behavior—states that are present in the agent that join with conative states to
produce one or more behavior streams. Our question becomes: In addition
to explicit beliefs, implicit beliefs, and subdoxastic states, is there a need for
another informational state?
In perhaps the most compelling recent bifurcation gambit, Gendler
(2008a; 2008b; 2011; 2012) insists that there is a pressing need to posit a novel
AIS if we are to get a handle on discordant behavior:
Without such a notion. . . either such phenomena remain overlooked
or misdescribed, or they seem to mandate such a radical reconcep-
tualization of the relation between cognition and behavior that tra-
ditional notions like belief seem quaint and inadequate. In short, I
will argue that if you want to take seriously how human minds really
work, and you want to save belief, then you need to make conceptual
room for the notion of alief. (Gendler 2008a, 642)
Hence, if a bifurcation is required, we should seriously consider her rich and
provocative account:
So what is alief? To have an alief is, to a reasonable approximation,
to have an innate or habitual propensity to respond to an apparent
stimulus in a particular way. It is to be in a mental state that is (in
a sense to be specied) associative, automatic and arational. As a
class, aliefs are states that we share with non-human animals; they
are developmentally and conceptually antecedent to other cognitive
attitudes that the creature may go on to develop. Typically, they are
also aect-laden and action-generating. (Gendler 2008b, 557)
Gendler remains avowedly agnostic about her project, insisting that instru-
mental utility in explanations warrants the identication of states that have,
for the most part, gone unnoticed in folk psychological explanations (e.g.,
Gendler 2008a, 642; 2012, 809). Aliefs seem well-suited to describe the
causes of behavior that remain resistant to change, that diverge from avowed
beliefs, and that might emerge early in phylogeny and/or ontogeny.
Now, in order to motivate the bifurcation gambit, the distinction be-
tween any postulated AIS and those in the BPT needs to be sharply honed.
Although Gendler explicitly distinguishes aliefs from states of imagination
(much of her other work explores imagination) and from some features of
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beliefs, for whatever reason, the voluminous discussion of alief and “in-
between” states oered by Gendler and others has largely failed to engage
with earlier attempts to map the doxastic family into sub- and superdoxastic
states (Mandelbaum 2013 is an exception). Hence, an initial reaction to her
suggestion of adding this new taxon might be a call for her to explain why
it’s not simply the case that the progressive racist in the Implicit Association
Test either (a) accepts that the races are equal, and yet implicitly believes them
to be unequal, or (b) believes them to be equal and yet manifests behavior
that is driven by subdoxastic states that are outside of her conscious aware-
ness. It seems preferable, for reasons of parsimony, to try in some detail to
account for discordant behaviors by using the taxa that are needed for other
reasons, especially since they seem able to account for the phenomena fairly
straightforwardly.
Gendler’s response to (a) might be to insist that whatever beliefs do un-
der their implicit guise, it will not suce in the progressive racist case. Ac-
cording to such an interpretation, even implicit beliefs must be accessible
and reportable, even if unexpected or unanticipated. Supposing for the pur-
poses of debate that whatever informational states are driving the racist reac-
tions are not accessible or reportable, even upon reection, these states must
be non-beliefs.10 Gendler’s response to (b) is harder to anticipate. Since, as
far as I can tell, she never mentions Stich’s account of subdoxastic states, we
are le unsure whether aliefs are simply a subspecies of Stich’s state or if they
are an additional sub-state consisting of special properties not shared with
subdoxastic states. I suspect it is the latter, but the details are worth consid-
ering when making the taxonomic decision confronting us.
It is important to stress that on Stich’s account, the dierences between
doxastic and subdoxastic states is not best understood in terms of the infor-
mation or content of the two states. ey are both purposed with carrying
information for the organism. And, crucially, that role of information bearer
requires both states to be sensitive to evidence, even if the eects of this sen-
sitivity are not consciously available, as such. Stich’s subdoxastic states also
need not have any aective component. Hence, the presence of an aective
component or a dierence in the type of content involved might distinguish
aliefs from subdoxastic states.
Gendler has said plenty about what makes aliefs unique: Alief is too hy-
peropaque to be either a belief state or an imaginative state11 and too infer-
10 One assumes that the individuals involved are not merely pretending to be egalitarian and
are being truthful when insisting that they do not in some way harbor such views or are of
“two minds” regarding racial issues.
11 Gendler (2012, 807–808) now notes that the notion of hyperopacity needs more develop-
ment before it can play this identifying role.
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entially shallow to be a belief; it has a content with an aective component,
is tied very closely with a behavior pattern, and is unanalyzable into other
FP elements. Although alief is a nascent notion, it has already undergone
signicant poking and prodding, with seemingly every one of its features
challenged by critics (Albahari 2014; Brownstein and Madva 2012; Currie
and Ichino 2012; Doggett 2012; Egan 2011; Kung 2012; Kwong 2012; Mandel-
baum 2013; Nagel 2012; Schwitzgebel 2010). Egan has already given a fairly
thorough outline of how a collection of other positions could account for
her conception of aliefs, concluding that “we already have some indepen-
dently motivated and less radical, theoretical tools available for explaining
these sorts of phenomena” (Egan 2011, 67–68).
To attempt to rehabilitate her attempted bifurcation from these critiques
—and thereby identify possible core features of the AIS—consider her ex-
ample of how a subject might respond to being the target of a charging
bull. According to Gendler, the responses appear to fall into three basic
varieties: purely reex-based, alief-based, and belief-based. A critical di-
vide is between merely reexive responses, in which the representational
content plays no etiological role, and alief- and belief-based responses, in
which a particular sensitivity to the content of the informational state plays
a role, i.e., the stimulus does not produce the response in an unmediated
way. Setting aside mere reexes, Gendler explores the nature of this infor-
mational sensitivity by posing the following query: “Is there additional in-
formation about the bull’s charging that could changemy desire, and thereby
change the action-propensity?” (Gendler 2012, 806). If no such informa-
tional update could be made, then the two components—the conative and
the informational—are not really separable aer all, and hence, constitute a
substantial unity. Gendler insists that such tight coupling is only to be found
in aliefs, and not with belief-desire pairs.
Here we have all of the critical features of Gendler’s AIS on display. Its
representational content is not altogether irrelevant, but the presentation
and siing of evidence is incapable of breaking apart the conative and the
informational unity and swapping in any new information. Belief ’s sensitiv-
ity (and, likewise, alief ’s insensitivity) to norms and evidence, is critical:
One—and only one—of the two behavior-generating attitudes can
turn on a dime in this way, even in the face of apparent sensory evi-
dence to the contrary.is gives reason to treat the two as not being
on a par.
Indeed, the argument can be made on the following simple grounds:
Beliefs change in response to changes in evidence; aliefs change in re-
sponse to changes in habit. If new evidence won’t cause you to change
your behavior in response to an apparent stimulus, then your reaction
is due to alief rather than belief. (Of course, there are strategies for
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changing aliefs as well—but these run through sub-rational mecha-
nisms.) (Gendler 2008a, 566)
Aliefs are molar, shallow, or not fully combinatoric in that their represen-
tational content “is not fully integrated with other representational content
that has been simultaneously triggered by features of my internal and ex-
ternal environment” (Gendler 2012, 802–803). Aliefs are insensitive to evi-
dence, I take it, because they are isolated to this extent. Unlikemere reexes,
the entities that make up these fused unities can be disassociated and then
recombined over time. But, in alief, stimulation leads to the aective and
action-initiating components in a unique way that may not be interrupted
by new evidence, intentional control, or intervention by the agent, hence
giving them their automaticity.ey cannot be merely informed or directed
away. Hence, it is not the number of inferential connections, but the fact
that the informational state is cemented to the conative state in a way that
even a defeater for that representational state as dramatic as a belief to the
contrary will not serve as a defeater of that alief. e only processes that
can defeat an alief, i.e., sever its connection to the conative state that is in-
evitably action-directing, is through some sort of non-inferential process,
perhaps like conditioning.
Gendler oen highlights associative features of alief. For example, the
(primary) changes that take place in aliefs are not evidential, but associa-
tive.12ey are not brute-associative, as in reexes or instincts. But this fact
about how to go about changing or regulating aliefs is a feature that should
not be overlooked because it is critical for us, as both theorists and citizens,
to know thatwhatever states are driving some (say, racist) habitual behaviors
are not going to be changed by the siing through of evidence.is tells us
both how to x them and what type of state they are. Aliefs are alleged to be
evidence- and norm-insensitive.
But, it is not clear that this imperviousness to change via evidence is
a feature of some state itself rather than a feature of the epistemic or psy-
chological mechanisms that operate over the states, so the precise role of
association in Gendler’s account is in need of clarication. Mandelbaum
(2015a) has recently argued that associative features arise in at least three
ways in accounting for discordant behaviors like implicit biases, and each of
these three associationist features are independent of one another. An asso-
ciative process could explain how the bias is learned; an associative process
12 I qualify here with ‘primary’ because some theorists, e.g., Mandelbaum, suggest that infer-
ential or evidential changes might change alief-like states in some manner, but would not
aect their most central or salient properties.is paragraph and the preceding one have
benetted from reading Mandelbaum’s (2013; 2015b; 2015a) insightful work in these areas.
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could explain thought transitions (the process of thinking); or an associa-
tionist structure might arise in the content itself. Hence, if someone wants
to explain implicit bias as based on implicit associations, the nature of this
relationshipmust be qualied—what state is the cause of the racist behavior,
and how is association involved in its etiology?
In any account of discordant behavior, it is critical to deal with each
associative feature independently because each feature may manifest itself
uniquely. Getting clearer about alief ’s associative features will be critical
when assessing its taxonomic viability. For, it may turn out that upon anal-
ysis, if alief has fundamentally associative elements, aliefs will, ironically
enough, be ill-suited to deal with things like implicit bias. e reason for
this odd result is that, as Mandelbaum (2015a) argues, there is good reason
to think that associative features cannot explain the processing and structure
of the thoughts or attitudes underlying discordant behaviors like implicit
bias. Hence, not only do phenomena like implicit bias not require an alter-
native informational state like alief, but according to Mandelbaum, discor-
dant behaviors’ unique sensitivity to evidence and imperviousness to change
are better explained with belief-like structures rather than some substan-
tive associationist alternative. e central question is whether the apparent
dierences in sensitivity to evidence and seemingly automatic deployment
are sucient motivation for positing a novel state, i.e., making a taxonomic
change.
e problems get more vexing for this sort of bifurcation gambit. Both
Mandelbaum (2013) andDoggett (2012) have pressedGendler to clarifywhich
features of content and aect are truly unique to aliefs, and several crit-
ics (Brownstein and Madva 2012; Mandelbaum 2013) have warned about
cleaving the two informational states primarily in terms of their evidence-
sensitivity. ese critics concede that the sort of states Gendler discusses
might exhibit a certain amount of evidence-insensitivity, but not to the ex-
tent stipulated byGendler: “the possibility that such aliefs can fail in perfectly
familiar contexts shows that they are not ballistic causal reexes but legiti-
mately norm-sensitive responses, which are, no matter how well honed, al-
ways capable of getting things wrong” (Brownstein and Madva 2012, 425).
Schwitzgebel pinpoints this stipulation as a central motivation in rejecting
alief and making the way for his alternative account of in-between beliefs:
Gendler’s main argument against treating habitual and automatic re-
sponses as central to belief is this: Beliefs, by their nature, aremeant to
track the truth and to change in response to evidence. Aliefs—that is,
arational, automatic, or habitual response patterns—do not, she says,
change in this way. ey change in response to (though maybe she
should say they are partly constituted by?) changes in habit (2008b,
p. 566). [. . . ] is line of reasoning, it seems to me, considerably
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overdraws the distinction. Our habits, associations, and automatic
responses are, to a substantial extent, responsive to evidence; and our
verbal avowals or dispositions to judge are oen un-responsive to ev-
idence. (Schwitzgebel 2010, 539)
He explains that such bifurcation “articially hives o our rational and
thoughtful responses from our habitual, automatic, and associative ones. . . .
[Gendler] attempt[s] to separate what is an inseparable mix” (Schwitzgebel
2010, 540). Brownstein and Madva (2012, 411) insist that aliefs can gure
into normative patterns—these states may produce certain reactions auto-
matically, but they can still “play an integral normative role in the guidance
of action.”13 At bottom, it seems that informational states, no matter what
state-type, seem to vary in terms of the features Gendler identies, albeit to
greater and lesser extents, whether compared across or within state-type.
6. Lessons: Bifurcation or bust?
A successful bifurcation must accomplish two goals in order to establish the
viability of its novel taxon. First, the taxonmust be distinguished adequately
from its rivals. Second, the taxonmust possess a certain level of explanatory
gravitas. In this section, I will argue that neither of these goals has been
accomplished in discussions of alief. Although nothing put forth here ex-
cludes the very possibility of some other successful bifurcation, since alief
is by far the most promising suggestion for an alternative taxon, these chal-
lenges leave the bifurcationist with no plausible candidate state and remove a
critical barrier thatmight have stood in theway of pursuing the belief-saving
gambit.
Best seen as a conservative response to any specic bifurcation gambit,
the belief-saving gambit seeks both to undermine the motivation for adding
the alternative taxon as well as pave the way for an account that sets itself
apart from the other gambits by stressing the centrality of belief and its dox-
astic kin in explaining both discordant and nondiscordant intentional be-
havior. Stating this gambit roughly, belief—and not some drastically distinct
AIS—can explain the phenomena under discussion. Undermining the ex-
planatory power of an alternative taxon allows for the re-establishment of
the explanatory power of belief states and allows for further development
of the BPT that obviates the need for radical shis or re-envisionings of the
roots of intentional behavior. In what follows, I expand the considerations
of §5 showing that alief has not been properly distinguished from its rivals,
13 Brownstein andMadva also discuss the possibility of what Arpaly calls “inverse akrasia”—
cases in which the aliefs are actually “more attuned to the demands of the situation than
beliefs” (Brownstein and Madva 2012, 411).
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and hence, is not a coherent proposal for anAIS. I then question the explana-
tory motivation and payo in postulating the taxon of alief. At bottom, this
section will diminish the call for alternatives or additions to the BPT.
As argued in §5, alief is not a well-dened taxon, and in particular, it
is not properly dierentiated from either beliefs or subdoxastic states. e
overarching problemwith such attempts to bifurcate—and a primary reason
to prefer a belief-saving gambit to a bifurcating one—is that most of the rele-
vant features that are used to demarcate beliefs and their kin are graded, not
absolute. As Stich and Evans explain, inferential shallowness and evidence-
sensitivity can be (and oen are) attributed as a matter of degree, as can
automaticity.14 Upon analysis, informational states at the levels below the
superdoxastic have extremely similar features; they oen only dier in the
degree to which they have them. Moreover, any attempt to drive a wedge
between types of informational states by dening one type in terms of a to-
tal absence of these features might leave us with a truly distinct state, but
one with no explanatory power. Such a state would be inferentially inert,
impervious to all evidence, and fully automatic, etc.; it would be, in eect, a
reex.15
Amore looming worry, however, is that even if Gendler’s criteria can be
claried suciently to mark a coherent class, the motivation for such a state
is still far from clear. Part of the problem in assessing Gendler’s proposed
bifurcation is that it is not systematically compared to the ne-grained taxa
14 Automaticity comes in degrees; a task or reaction can be more or less automatic, and even
more problematically, “automaticity may not be a single concept in the sense that mani-
festations of automaticity (such as nonawareness, nonintentionality, eciency, and non-
controllability) are not aligned, meaning that there are examples of processes that are au-
tomatic in one sense but not in the others” (Keren and Schul 2009, 539).
15 When faced with these diculties in articulating the bifurcating criteria, bifurcationists
might carry on pursuing the gambit, aiming to establish non-arbitrary thresholds formeet-
ing one of the state-indicating criteria discussed above, or perhaps aiming to identify or
sharpen further criteria. Aer all, Gendler oers so many ‘a’-like features that perhaps one
will survive the myriad critiques, thereby leading to a fruitful bifurcation brought about
by the identication of that bifurcating criterion.e proof of this will be in the pudding.
One option that rst appears promising is the idea that some level of conscious aware-
nessmight be the best sorting criterion.ismight pan out, and Stich agrees that wewould
at least be reluctant to call something a belief that is closed o from access or reporting.
But, this too seems inadequate as a proper sorting criterion, since beliefs can be tacit or
implicit, and aliefs can be conscious (Gendler 2008a, 644).
Another way to identify a dierence might be to limit aliefs to modular systems. But, I
do not think that we can view all of the behavior Gendler appeals to as being the result of
modular activity (and, more generally, there are reasons to doubt that whatever entity is
responsible for behavior could be massively modular, cf. Fodor 2000). In any case, it does
not appear that the elements Gendler attributes to aliefs are thought (by her) to be merely
those captured by theories about modularity.
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captured in the BPT. As we have seen, there are independent motivations
for positing the BPT taxa, and when pieced together jointly, they seem to
manifest the features Gendler seeks to explain by adding aliefs. Yet because
Gendler neglected to articulate the extant taxa’s shortcomings or contrast
them with alief, the burden of proof must shi back to Gendler (and other
bifurcationists) to explain what these taxa lack, and why this decit warrants
the addition of an altogether new, previously ignored, informational state,
i.e., to explain that there is sucient reason for “wheeling in the big gun
of a new fundamental taxonomical category for mental states” (Egan 2011,
67). Put bluntly, there is no positive reason to add to Tables 1 and 2 when it
appears that belief and its kin will do.
In order to establish an adequate level of explanatory gravitas, a taxon
should display its fecundity (Kitcher 1982) both in situations noted by its
proponents and in situations not noted by its proponents but that appear
readymade for its application. What we should not expect to see for the
suggested taxon is either that the taxa of the BPT are straightforwardly ap-
plicable in such situations, or that the novel taxon’s inapplicability in some
such situation is only resolved by further bifurcation, i.e., by adding yet an-
other similar yet distinct state in order to handle the case where the taxon
fails to apply. ese outcomes would suggest, respectively, either that new
taxa do not seem to be required at all, or that a bifurcation is insucient and
that the taxonomic shortcomings of belief and its kin require the addition of
many distinct AISs each possessing a limited domain of application. On the
latter scenario, each additional AIS would have to be distinguishable from
its rivals and display its fecundity across diverse situations. An inability to
apply in situations for which it would have seemed readymade will initiate a
similar series of evaluations, perhaps yielding the need for yet another sim-
ilar yet distinct informational state to handle the cases in which the newest
taxon could not be applied, and so on.
Alief is touted as a fundamental AIS in that swaths of mysterious inten-
tional behavior are supposed to be explainable via the postulation of aliefs.
Yet, its application appears to be oddly or articially limited in two troubling
ways. First, the cases for which Gendler thought the postulation of aliefs
was necessary appear instead to be explainable by using belief-like states.
Second, the cases in which one would have thought that aliefs would suce
(as the obvious alternative to belief) actually require some state other than
alief. is leaves the utility of alief unclear, and the fact that beliefs seem
to be involved in the cases where aliefs fall short serves to stress the cen-
trality of belief-based explanations and support the reasoning behind the
belief-saving gambit. In the next section, I will make this challenge to alief ’s
fecundity more concrete by examining the role alief might have been able to
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serve in developmental psychology. In so doing, I will show that the notion
of alief is not able to handle the sorts of ontogenetically early phenomena
it was designed to explain, and that the failure of alief to handle these cases
presents us with a choice of either adopting yet another AIS to explain them,
or proceeding as the belief-saving gambit suggests.
7. Convergence lost
Young children present an interesting population in which to explore the
taxonomic issues raised above. Since they seem to possess informational
states that join with conative states in bringing about certain behaviors, it
makes sense to ask whether these states should be categorized as beliefs,
aliefs, or some other AIS. A vast amount is known about the ability of pre-
schoolers to understand and attribute belief states (rather than some other
informational states) to agents, but unfortunately for our purposes, very lit-
tle has been said directly about how and when children come to possess
beliefs. Nevertheless, research into the processes of understanding and at-
tributingmental states provides some insight into the types of informational
states that play a role in the mental lives of children.
Until the last decade, it was widely (though not universally16) accepted
that children under the age of four understood the behavior of other human
agents without the benet of a full-blown concept of belief. is was taken
as a given because almost all the evidence accumulated to that point, and
the meta-analysis examining it (Wellman et al. 2001), found that it was not
until that age that children were able to pass the Standard False Belief Task
(Wimmer and Perner 1983) at above-chance levels. In a version of this now
famous task, children witness a puppet show in which a character places
a piece of chocolate in a (closed) cupboard and leaves the stage. Another
puppet enters and switches the location of the chocolate to a (closed) bas-
ket.e original puppet reenters the scene and the child is asked where the
original puppet will look for the chocolate. According to the picture sup-
ported in the meta-analysis, children younger than four (on average) failed
to grasp the representational nature of belief—that other agents would have
beliefs (about the location of the chocolate) that misrepresented reality, i.e.,
they failed to grasp that the agent’s beliefs were false and that these misrep-
resentations of reality would manifest in the agent’s behavior. Younger chil-
dren answered that the puppet would look for the chocolate in its current
location, whereas older children were able to express that the puppet would
look for the chocolate where he falsely believed it to be (in the cupboard).
16 Some theorists oered evidence of some grasp of belief emerging at younger ages, typically
in three-year-olds (Carpenter et al. 2002; Clements and Perner 1994).
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It seems that children under four understand the behavior of others as re-
sulting from some nonrepresentational informational state, i.e., one other
than belief. Gendler introduces alief in order to play the role of precursor
to belief, “they are developmentally and conceptually antecedent to other
cognitive attitudes that the creature may go on to develop” (Gendler 2008b,
557). So, if alief is truly a fecund taxon, one would expect alief to aid in ex-
plaining this phase of development. Indeed, there are at least two potential
roles for alief to play. First, although psychologists generally assumed that
the children (say three-year-olds) who failed false belief tasks nevertheless
possess beliefs themselves, there is at least some reason to doubt, upon re-
ection, that these are real beliefs because the children lack the concept of
belief. Taking inspiration from philosophers like Davidson (1982), theorists
might insist that a child cannot be properly attributed beliefs until she fully
grasps what beliefs are. Second, aliefs might play a role in the children’s
mindreading practices, as aliefs closely resemble some of the notions psy-
chologists developed to describe the child’s take on the nonrepresentational
informational states involved in this more basic form of mindreading, such
as preliefs (Perner et al. 1994) or registrations (Butterll and Apperly 2013).
Such children, then, could be alievers but not believers, possessing the pre-
cursor to belief and even using attributing aliefs to other agents, but not yet
possessing beliefs or understanding that others have beliefs.
e existence of such developmental contexts—in which informational
states are involved but where there is genuine doubt as to whether the states
are really beliefs (as opposed to somedistinct informational states)—bolsters
the case for introducing a taxon like alief.ese children would seem to act
according to an alief-desire psychology, and to the extent that they engage
in social cognition, would attribute, at best, an alief-desire psychology to
others rather than a belief-desire psychology.
A recent wave of empirical results, however, suggests that even very
young children (as young as 10 months) are not limited to alief-desire psy-
chologies in these ways. Rather, these children already seem to grasp that
other agents have beliefs (including false beliefs). Starting with Onishi and
Baillargeon’s (2005) groundbreaking results, teams of researchers have rad-
ically re-envisioned the standard timeline for development and illuminated
the rich mental lives of children in these stages of development (Baillargeon
et al. 2010; Caron 2009; Low andWang 2011; Luo 2011; Southgate et al. 2010;
Southgate et al. 2007; Surian et al. 2007). By posing versions of the sort of
change-of-location false belief task described above in which eye-gaze or
other forms of attention are measured (rather than verbal response), these
results have indicated that much younger children display that they expect
an agent’s behavior to reect the presence of representational informational
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states, i.e., they expect behavior to reect an agent’s false take on reality
rather than the way the world actually is or the way the child represents it.
One might at rst resist describing what these children master as an under-
standing of belief. Perhaps what they have mastered is a more nuanced un-
derstanding of alief. But, the results from these studies involve states that are
more evidence- and norm-sensitive than Gendler allows. Indeed, Gendler
makes it clear that aliefs cannot be understood representationally:
Aliefs involve habitual responses to apparent actual stimuli, but things
may not be as they seem, the worldmay change, and one’s normsmay
demand that the way things are is not the way things ought to be.
Aliefs by their nature are insensitive to the possibility that appearances
may misrepresent reality, and are unable to keep pace with variation in
the world or with norm-world discrepancies. By contrast, beliefs are
(modulo error) responsive to the way things are: not merely to the
way things tend to be or to the way things seem to be. Actions gener-
ated by beliefs are generated by a mental state that is proportioned to
all-things-considered evidence and subject to rational and normative
revision; actions generated by aliefs are generated by a mental state
that is not. . . So it should come as no surprise that human animals are
rife with (the tendency to manifest) belief-discordant aliefs, and that
our non-human counterparts are rife with (the tendency to manifest)
teleofunctional-discordant aliefs. (Gendler 2008b, 570–571, emphasis
added)
At bottom, then, Gendler’s conception of alief precludes its role in explaining
these precocious infant abilities.
Alief ’s inapplicability in explaining these abilities casts serious doubts
upon its fecundity. Almost all participants in these debates will agree that
even if these children lack a conception of false belief,17 they have the ability
to track reality-incongruent mental states and are able to predict how those
lead to certain types of behavior. So, either the notion of alief will have to be
altered in order to deal with this aspect of misrepresentation18 (which would
make itmuchmore belief-like), or the childrenwill have to grasp some other
state that does and attribute it to others—either belief or yet another infor-
mational state.is is an unfortunate result for those trying to demonstrate
the utility of alief, since the notion was designed by Gendler to serve as a, if
17 Although some skeptics still challenge the signicance of these results by noting that these
young children might be relying upon rules linking observable situations to certain be-
haviors (drawing parallels to similar debates in primatology) (Penn et al. 2008; Perner
2010; Povinelli and Vonk 2004), others are instead trying to decide how to characterize
the understanding of these infants in some sort of mentalistic terms (Baillargeon et al.
2010; Carruthers 2013).
18 Albahari (2014) notes that aliefs could (or should) be able to capture misrepresentation in
at least some teleofunctional sense.
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not the, more basic alternative to belief in cases where it seems implausible
to expect beliefs to function (as in these early stages in development).19
In other work, (ompson 2012; ompson 2014; ompson 2015), I
have argued extensively for a belief-based explanation of these results, i.e.,
that the most empirically and conceptually robust account of this develop-
mental data supports the claim that these children understand false beliefs
and deploy this understanding in robust mindreading. Aliefs cannot apply
in these cases, and it looks like beliefs actually can. Hence, we are le with
another case where some alternative to belief appears at rst to be required,
and yet upon reection, the state that best ts that proposed role turns out to
be belief itself. For the purposes of the current paper, this interpretation of
the results takes a signicant step towards realizing the belief-saving gambit.
Now, it could be that the belief-centered interpretation of the infant re-
sults is awed. If alief cannot be applied in such a case, thismay be no reason
to fall back on belief but rather another reason to add taxa. In addition to
alief and belief, perhaps we should add ‘celief ’ to the taxonomy to capture
the states these children grasp and attribute to others during these periods
in development. Perhaps we should even add another broad category of the
intradoxastic for similar cases as they arise, as in Table 3:
Table 3: Alternative Informational State Candidates
Category Level of Level of Level of Level of Types of Examples
explicitness inferential verbal accessibility states/events
integration reportability to consciousness involved
Intra- Implicit Insucently Not (usually?) Not (usually?) Aliefs? Not all races
doxastic integrated/not verbally consciously are equal;
fully com- reportable accessible is bridge
binatoric/not is unstable
fully molar; Non-
representational
Implicit Insucently Not (usually?) ?? Celiefs? e predator
integrated/not verbally sees the food;
fully com- reportable e chocolate
binatoric/not is in the box
fully molar;
Representational
19 In an interesting twist, three-year-olds end up producing an example of discordant be-
havior similar to those Gendler discusses. ese children verbally indicate the “wrong”
location in the false belief task whereas they nonverbally indicate the “right” location, i.e.,
they look to the location where the protagonist last saw the chocolate but say that the agent
will look in its current location. Crucially, alief fails to oer a straightforward analysis of
this discordance. First, it’s not clear that one can have aliefs about what another alieves,
or aliefs about what another believes, so it appears that beliefs would need to be involved
in any meta-representational facets of these scenarios—mere alief will not suce. Second,
if there are two streams of behavior, the one that is alief-based (nonrepresentational) is
the one that is closely tied to overt judgment and verbal behavior, whereas the one that is
belief-based (representational) is the one that is more reactive and embodied.is seems
like the opposite of what one would expect, if aliefs operate as Gendler species.
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Another option would be to regard aliefs and celiefs as distinct types of
subdoxastic states that would dier from the subdoxastic states described
above, such as modular states.
But, rather than trying to decide the best category in which to place such
additional states, at this point, the belief-saving gambit insists that the pos-
tulation of some AIS that is grasped instead of belief is unnecessary and un-
helpful in explaining either the precocious abilities or the other discordant
phenomena.e belief-saving gambit concedes that several taxa can be gen-
erated, but argues that these additions are superuous andmask the role that
belief is actually playing in these cases. In this instance, aliefs have their ex-
planatory role once again usurped by beliefs—in this case, in a situation for
which basic states like aliefs were readymade. If alief were a fecund taxon, we
should not expect belief-based explanations to apply fairly straightforwardly
in these cases and to the extent that belief-based explanations might appear
shaky, we should not expect yet another state to be required for explaining
these sorts of phenomena. Unfortunately for Gendler (and the bifurcationist
gambit more generally), these are the outcomes that occur.
Given that a belief-based explanation works, one would have to nd
substantial reasons to deny the plausibility of that parsimonious account.
It seems that, in particular, one would need to elucidate the explanatory ad-
vantages gained by passing over beliefs in favor of celiefs, or any similar state
that appears as though it might only be useful in explaining such a narrow
period of development.20 Appeals to multiple distinct alternatives to belief
in accounting for a range of behavior, each of which apply in some narrow
context, are not explanatorily edifying, especially if belief can apply quite
well across these contexts. Pushing for further bi- or tri-furcation in the face
of belief ’s success suggests an insuciently motivated taxonomic pluralism,
i.e., this appears to be a case of insisting onmultiple overly ne-grained taxa
when amore general taxon that suciently covers the phenomenon is avail-
able.
Above, I noted that Gendler’s notion of alief could contribute in two
ways in these discussions of development. Although the psychological liter-
ature focuses on the child’s developing conception of the informational states
of agents—and it appears that even infants are not limited to viewing behav-
iors as alief-driven—perhaps alief could still play a role in the other way,
20eorists might appeal to something like celiefs in more contexts outside this narrow pe-
riod of development, perhaps in the normal application of low-level mindreading both in
children and adults. Such an appeal by two-systems theorists (e.g., Butterll and Apperly
2013) would require a more robust response including reasons to resist seeing such cases
of mindreading as involving something like celiefs rather than beliefs (for such a response,
seeompson 2014).
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as accounting for the primary state driving the behavior in young children.
However, recall that the default position amongst psychologists was that the
younger children already possessed beliefs even though they lacked an un-
derstanding of false belief.e central resistance to this position was pred-
icated on the claim that a child cannot be properly attributed beliefs until
she fully grasps what beliefs are, i.e., until she understands their representa-
tional nature.21 But, since we now suppose they do not lack that understand-
ing, the central reason for resisting the attribution of beliefs to them is now
gone. Once they are granted the conceptual sophistication to mindread and
can have beliefs attributed to them, the need to generate some alternative
state that can explain their behavior view evaporates.ere is no additional
role for alief to ll.
8. Concluding remarks
Bifurcationists who wish to press the issue have two basic strategies at their
disposal. One is a narrow approach inwhich they produce at least a few cases
which are so anomalous that they prove to be deeply belief-resistant, i.e., that
there is no plausible way to (re)interpret them using the BPT.e strongest
examples would be cases like the one attempted (albeit unsuccessfully) in §7,
in which belief is absent, either due to the existence of developmental disor-
ders, specic or general cases of trauma, or during a particular range in on-
togenetic or phylogenetic development. Such invocations would not merely
make intentional explanations of behavior smoother, butwould render them
available at all. Such a strategy may not lead to the wide-scale revision of the
roots of human behavior—to the extent the belief-saving gambit works, the
number of cases in which an AIS are required will dwindle—but if the AIS
is required to describe the phenomenon properly, it will be a success for the
bifurcationist. e traditional belief-centered view of the nature of human
agency would remain largely intact in such a scenario, so the signicance
and frequency of these cases will need to be put into perspective.
e other approach is to embrace a fairly radical pluralism of AISs. As
aforementioned, the same reasoning that motivates Gendler’s addition of
aliefs would motivate the addition of celiefs, and it seems plausible that dis-
cussions of delusions, for example, could motivate ‘deliefs’, and so on for
many of the categories listed in §1. By avoiding the belief-saving gambit,
one may be forced for consistency’s sake into adding new AISs for any or
all puzzling or discordant phenomena discussed above. Although consider-
21 Some theorists have argued that certain linguistic features must have been mastered for
a creature to be competent with beliefs and have beliefs attributed to it (Bermúdez 2003;
Davidson 1982; de Villiers 2007). But, most of the theorists discussed here have considered
language mastery to be largely orthogonal to mastery of belief.
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ations of parsimony and theoretical taste favor a one-state-explains-all ap-
proach, Albahari (2014) suggests that the discordant cases themselves are
distinct enough to demand dierent assessments, sometimes in terms of be-
liefs, sometimes in aliefs, sometimes as “in-between beliefs”, etc., or various
combinations of these.
In some ways, this approach is similar to the belief-saving gambit in that
both appeal to dierent combinations of informational states in dierent
contexts to explain the causes of the relevant behavior. If there is signi-
cant disagreement, it concerns whether the states included need to diverge
from those in the BPT. Although I have argued that alief has not been de-
ned sharply enough to assess its applicability in these situations (or based
on how it has been dened, aliefs do not appear to be required), the question
of what states will be required is an open question.
But, I want to argue that given the reasoning provided above, the bifur-
cationist must now take a three-pronged approach in order to establish the
case for alief or any other divergence from the BPT. She must thoroughly
demarcate between the doxastic states that are already present in these crea-
tures (e.g., implicit beliefs) and the posited alternative, explain why the clos-
est taxon in the BPT is decient in such a case, and explain what the appeal
to alief gains over the added cost of proliferating the taxonomy. Going for-
ward, the case for alief or any similar bifurcation needs to begin with this
sort of approach, and it will be necessary to look at these additions not just
locally (as solutions to a particular range of puzzles) but globally (as compli-
cations for our taxonomy as a whole), so that we are forced to come to grips
with the theoretical and explanatory costs of invoking suchmultiple distinct
states in our ontology.
I have argued that nothing about the current cohort of puzzling cases
indicates a critical taxonomic deciency that will be remedied by adding
(perhaps) several AISs. An ongoing rigorous attempt to assess and regiment
our BPT will indicate that such additional taxa will continue to be super-
uous. e most appropriate taxonomy (BPT), according to my version of
the belief-saving gambit, combines those in Tables 1 and 2 and is captured
in Table 4 (setting aside tacit states):
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Table 4: A Tentative and Traditional Doxastic Family
Category Types of states/ Level of Level of Level of Level of
events involved explicitness verbal accessibility inferential
reportability to consciousness integration/
Project parti-
cipation
Super- E.g., opinions, Explicit Verbally Consciously Participates in
doxastic acts of judging, reportable accessible almost all pro-
acts of acceptance jects, when
so directed
Doxastic E.g., beliefs— Explicit Oen verbally At least appears Participates in
standing or or Implicit reportable in to be consciously many/most
occurent repres- some contexts, accessible in projects
entational mental but prone to some contexts
states mistake/con-
fabulation
Sub- E.g., modular Implicit Not verbally Not consciously Participates
doxastic representations, reportable accessible in limited
meaning axioms projects
Rather than a novel taxonomy, what might be needed to save belief as the
recognizable primary cause of most behavior is a dierent picture of self-
knowledge, one that allows for a mismatch between the causes of our be-
havior, and what we take to be the causes of our behavior. Most dramat-
ically, this mismatch arises in cases of confabulation and other discordant
behaviors that are rampant in this literature. Recently, Carruthers (2011) has
developed an account of self-knowledge that is built to handle these sorts of
discrepancies. Future work along these lines will buttress the belief-saving
gambit.
In closing, it should be stressed that pursuing the belief-saving gambit
will further reveal the facets of beliefs themselves. Schwitzgebel (2010) ar-
gues that adopting something like the bifurcation gambit forces one to place
some behavior’s etiology squarely in one stream or another—automatic/ re-
ective, evidence-sensitive/insensitive, inferentially shallow/deep, accessi-
ble/inaccessible to consciousness—when in practice it will be exceedingly
hard to tease out two distinct elements in themixture that brings aboutmost
behavior. Rather than say that there is denitively either a belief that p or
a belief that not-p in such cases, Schwitzgebel chooses to identify the belief
that p with a cluster of dispositions, some of which will typically be present
and some of which will typically be absent (and some of these dispositions
will be more automatic, others not, etc.).is belief-saving gambit does not
hope to explain seemingly odd behaviors in terms of informational states
other than beliefs, but tries to use these cases to show what beliefs are actu-
ally like (in this case, dispositional).
Schwitzgebel’s aim is to reconstruct our notion of belief so as to widen its
applicability, qua clusters of dispositions whereas Gendler’s aim is to main-
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tain something like the classic conception of belief, but restrict its applicabil-
ity. According tomy version of the belief-saving gambit, discordant behavior
and the developmental puzzles help bring out the varieties of belief and their
relation to the othermembers of the doxastic family (broadly construed) that
have been sketched above. e puzzles presented in the literature teach us
something about the varieties of belief, rather than demonstrate its limited
applicability.
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